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We study qua.dratic functors which are given by homotopy groups and homology

groups respectively, in particular we consider the homotopy groups of Moore spaces

~mM(A,n)) m < 3n-2, and the homology groups of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces

HmK(A,n), m < 3n. The main results in this paper describe new natural six-term

exact sequences for these groups, see (2.5), (3.5) and also (4.5). In particular we get

the natural exact sequences

(1) 0--+ A*'W"m{Sn} --+ .A Ilrn+1M(A,n) --+ A*lt llrm_1{Sn} --+

A~Ilrm{Sn} --+ I'mM(A,n) --+ .A 7rmM(A,n) --+ 0

(2) 0 f- A~'Hm{n} f-- ",Hm_1K(A,n-l) f-A~IIHm+l{n}f-

A*Hm{n} f- HmK(A,n-1) +-- ",HmK(A,n-1) +- 0

which are Eckmann-Hilton dual to each other. Here Ilrm{Sn} is the quadratic

ll-module
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(3) r {Sn} = (r Sn~ r S2n-1 L r Sn)
m m m m

given by the Hopf invariant Hand by the Whitehead product map P = [in,in]*. On

the other hand Hm{n} ia the quadratic ll-module

(4) Hm{n} = (HmK(ll,n)~ HmK(71,n) A K(71,n)~ Hm K(71,n))

given by the diagonal H = 4* and by the map P induced by the Hopf construction

01 the multiplication on K(ll,n). The biIunctors *,,*",~ and ~',~II,* are derived

from the quadratic tensor product in [6], see (7.4)[6] where we also describe the pro

perties 01 these functors. Using (1) and (2) we obtain for example natural isomor

phiSDlB

(5) A*'llr ~ R(A) ~ HSK(A,2) and

(6) A~'71rfJAS71/3 ~ n(A)$A871/3 ~ H7K(A,3)

where 7lr ~ r 3{S2} ~ H4{2}. Here R and n are the functors of Eilenberg

Mac Lane in [10]. Moreover we derive from (1) a new homotopy invariant

(7) T(X) E Hn(X)*'r2n_1{Sn}

for any (n-1)-eonnected (2n+1)-dimensional closed manifold X, n ~ 2. The exact

sequence (1), resp. (2), is actually a very special case 01 an exact sequence obtained

from the metastable approximation of a certain fiber, resp. cofiber. These

approximations surprisingly are Eckmann-Hilton dual to each other, see §5 and §6.

The author would like to acknowledge the support of the Max-Planck-Institut für

Mathematik in Bonn.

§1 quadrat i c homotoP'U functors

We introduce additive categories oI homotopy abelian co--H-groups and H-groups

respectively and we describe quadratic Iunctora on these categories. The functors are

given by homotopy groups, homology groups, and cohomology groups respectively.

We first fix sorne notation. A bold fa.ce letter like g denotes a category, we write

fE g and A E g if f ia a morphism and A an object in Q. The set of rnorphisms
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A --+ B ia Q(A,B). Mape which are injective, reep. eurjective, are indicated by

arrows >--+, resp. --H ; on the oiher hand such arrows as weIl are UBed for cofibra-

tions, resp. fibraiions, see [4]. Let CW-fipaces*/~ be the homotopy category of

CW-fipaces with basepoint *i the Bet of morphisma X --t Y in this category is the

Bet of homotopy classes [X,Y]. We write dim(Y) ~ m if there is a homotopy equiva

lence Y ~ X where X is an m~mensional CW-eomplex. Moreover we write

hodim(Y) ~ m if ~i(Y) = 0 for i > m. Let ~,resp. ~ be the full subcategories

of CW=-spaces*/~ consisting of (n-l)-eonnected spaces X with dim(X) ~ n+k,

resp. hodim(X) ~ n+k. Let G be an abelian group. An Eilenberg-Mac Lane space

K(G,n) ie a CW-fipace with ~n(K(G,n)) = G and ~jK(G,n) = 0 for j *n. A

Moore~ M(G,n) is a simply connected CW-fipace with homology groups

HnM(G,n) = G and HjM(G,n) = 0, n =1= j ~ 1. We clearly have hodim K(G,n) ~ n

and dim M(G,n) ~ n+1.

(1.1) Definition: Let HA and ~ be the following subcategories of

CW-fipaces*/~. Objects in HA are homotopy abe1ian H-groups and morphism are

H-maps. The objects in~ are homotopy abelian ca-H-groups and morphisIDs

are ca-H-maps. Let HAn, resp. coHAn be the full subcategories consisting of

(n-l)--<:onnected objects.

For example a double loop spate W-V and a double suspension ~V are objects in

M and coHA respectively. This shows that one has full inclusions

(1.2) ~ (coHAn and ~ (HAn for k < n-1.

All categories in (1.2) are additive categories; the biproduct in coRA is given by the

one point union X y Y of Spates and the biproduct in M ia given by the product

X )( Y of 8paces. For a CW-fipace K let ,.~ and 11"~ be the homotopy functors

defined by

(1.3) 1r~(X) = [~K,X] and ~~(X) = [X,nIDK].

AB UBual we have "~(X) = ~ID(X) if K = SO is the O--Sphere and we have

r~(X) = Hk(X,G) if K = K(G,m+k). The sets in (1.3) are groups, resp. abelian

graupe, for m = 1, resp. m ~ 2. Let ~ be the category of abelian groups. Using the
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homotopy functors (1.3) and the homology and cohomology functors we obtain the

following four functors

(1) r~ : coHAn ---+~ with dim(IfDK) < 3n-2,

(2) r~ : HA~P -+ ak with hodim(nIDK) < 3n,

(3) Hm(_,G) : HA~P ---+~ with m < 3n,

(4) Hm(_,G) : HAn ---+~ with m < 3n.

The functor (3) is a special case of (2) when we set K = K(G,m+k). The conditions

on the right hand aide describe the~~ range of these functors. It is well

known that in this range the functors are quadratic. In the stahle range (given by

dim(IfDK) < 2n-1, hodim(nIDK) < 2n, resp. m < 2n) the functors are additive. To

this end we recall the following notation !rom [6].

(1.4) Definition: Let A be an additive category and let F: a--+.ah be a quadratic

functor, that is &(f,g) = F(f+g)-F(f)-F(g) is bilinear for f,g E f!(X,Y). A biproduct

Xv Y with inclusions i and retractions r ('T = 1,2) yields the quadratic cross
'T 'T

effect

(1) F(X IY) = im{~(ilrl'i2r2) : F(X v Y) --+ F(X v V)}

such that • = (F(i1),F(i2),i12):

(2) F(X)E9F(Y)E9F(X IY) ~ F(Xv Y)

is an isoIDorphism where i12 is the inclusion given by (1). Let r12 be the retraction

of i12 determined by t. Then we obtain

(3) F{X} = (F(X)~ F(X IX) L F(X))

by H = r12F(Jl) and P = F(v)i12 where Jl = i1 + i2 : X --+ X v X and

v = r t +r2 : Xv X ---+ X. Next we obtain the isomorphism

(4) T: F(XIY) -+ F(YIX) with TT = 1

by restriction of F(i2r1+i1r2). In [6] we have seen that the tuple

F{a} = (F(_),F(_I_),H,P ,T) defined above satisfies the proposition of a

"quadratic ~-IDodulelt. For a full subcategory R of A let F{ß} be given by

restriction of F{~} to R.
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We now consider the cross effects and the structure maps H,P,T for the quadratic

functors in (1.3)(1) ... (4). For suspensions X =EX', Y = IN' the HUton-Milnor

theorem shows

(1.5)

(1.6)

Here the isomorphism is induced by the injection ~~([il'i2]) where

[i1~2] : EX' A Y' --+ X v Y is the Whitehead product map. Using (1.5) as an

identification the map T in (1.4) coincides with -(ET21)* where

T21 : X' A Y' --+ y' A X' is the interchange map. Moreover the maps

r~{EX'} = (r~{EX')~ r~(EX' A X')~ r~(EX'))'
given by (1.4) and (1.5), coincide with the James-Hopf invariant H = 12 and the

Whitehead product map P = [1,1]* where 1 = IX is the identity. These maps H

and P are exactly the operators which appear in the classical EHP-sequence, see

[12]. Next we obtain the cross effects of the functors (1.3)(2)(3)(4) by canonical

i8Omorphisms

r~(X A Y) ~ r~(X IV),

Hm(X A Y,G) ~ Hm(X IY,G),

Hm(X A Y,G) ~ Hm(X IY,G)

which are readily obtained by the cofiber sequence X v Y --+ X x y --+ X A Y. For

* * *(1.3)(2)(3) the maps H,P,T correspond to H = (HJl) ,P = fJ ,T = (T21) where

ä : X --+ X A X ia the reduced diagonal and where HJl: EX A X --+ EX is the

Hopf-eonatruction of the H-space multiplication Jl = r1+r2 : XxX -+ X. In (1.3)(4)

we get H = fJ*, P = (HJl)* and T = (T21)*. For the definition of HJl see for

example (TI 15.15) [4]. For (HJl)* and (HJl)* we use the canonical suspension

isomorphisms ~~-l(EX) = ~~(X) and !m+l(EX,G) =Hm(X,G).

§2 Homo tOPlI gTOUpS 0 f loore space

We describe a six term exact sequence for the homotopy groups of Moore spaces

which ia useful for computation in the metastable range of these groups. As an
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application we obtain a new homotopy invariant r(X) of an {n-1)-ronnected

{2n+l)--dimensional closed manifold X.

Let ä (coHAn be a small subringoid consisting of suspensions X = EX'. A

CW-space U gives UB the ßOP-module (= additive functor)

[R,U] : ßOP -+~

which ca.rries X ER to the abelian group [X,U]. The quadratic ~-module r~{R}
associated to (1.3)(1), see (1.4), and the tensor product (3.1) [6] can be used for the

natural homomorphism (dim!fllK < 3n-2)

(2.1)

which we call a tensor approximation of r~{U). For a E [EX',U], b E [EY',U],

(EX' ,EY' Eß), and for a E ~Y,EX'], IJ E~Y,EX' A Z,] we define ..\ by

~(a(Da) = aOQ and ~([a,b]~ß) = [a,b]oIJ where [a,b] is the Whitehead product.

The image of ..\ is the subgroup generated by an compositions

nffiy Q a U
L ---i Xl v ... v Xk ---+

with Xi E!l, k ~ 1. The map a is in the metastable range, the composition aoa,

however, needs not to be in the metastable range.

(2.2) Lemma: ~ in (2.1) is a weil defined natural homomorphism. Moreover ~ is an

isomorphiam if U = Xl v.•. v Xk with Xi ER and if [X,Xi] CR{X,Xi) for all

i = l, ... ,k and X ER.

The lemma is a consequence of the distributivity laws [3] and of (4.4) [6].

(2.3) Remark: A natural description of the homotopy group %"~M{A,n) of the Moore

space M{A,n) can be obtained by the tensor approximation (2.1). For this we need

to consider elementary More spaces M{ll,n) = Sn or M{ll/pi ,n), p = prime. Let R
be the full homotopy category consisting of elementary Moore spaces. Then (2.1)

yields the natural homomorphism, n ~ 3,

K K
~ : [R,M{A,n)] ~R""m{ß} -+ %"mM{A,n)

which is an isomorphism if A ia finitely generated. This follows from (2.2).
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We now consider an example 01 ~ in (2.1) where R ~ 7l. is the Iull subcategory

consisting only 01 the sphere Sn and where U = M(A,n). Then r~{!ü is just the

quadratic 7l.-module ,,"~{Sn} = (i1"~(Sn) ~ 'I'~(S2n-l) ~ 'I'~(S)) which ia

defined by F = r~(~ as in (1.4)(3); here H is the Hopf invariant and P = [1,1]*

as in (1.5). Now (2.1) gives us the natural homomorphism

(2.4) ~ : A~l1r~{Sn} --+ 'I'~M(A,n)

which is an isoIDorphism if A is a free abelian group (here A needs not to be finite

ly generated). It is an old result of Hopf that 'l'3{S2} ~ 7l.r = (11 !..... 7l.~ 71.). There

fore we derive from (2.3) the natural homomorphism ~: r(A) = A~l1r ~ ""3M(A,2)

which ia actually an isomorphism for all abelian groups A, see [25] and (2.11), (4.9)

in [6]. In general the map ,\ in (2.3) ia not an i80morphism. Let S (r~M(A)n) be

the aubgroup generated by all compositions ~K --+ Sny ... y Sn --+ M(A,n) and let

K K
~ 'l'mM(A,n) = ~mM(A,n)/S

be the quotient group. For dim~K < 3n-2 this is the cokernel 01 ~ in (2.4). Now

~ ia embedded in the following exact sequence which shows the relevance of the cor

responding derived functors in (7.4) [6].

(2.5) Theorem: For dim(lfllK) < 3n-2 there ia a natural exact sequence

o--+ A*'r~{Sn}~ ~r~+lM(A,n)~ A*f1r~_l{Sn}~

A~,,"~{Sn}~ r~M(A,n)~ ~ ~~M(A,n)~ 0

where q is the quotient map.

We prove this theorem in (5.8). Computations based on (2.5) are described in the

examples (2.11) below.

(2.6) Corollary: For m ~ Min (2n,3n-3) one has the natural short exact sequence

o--+ A~""m{Sn}~ 'l'mM(A,n)~ A*'''"m-l{Sn}~ 0

and the isomorphiam ~ ~m+lM(A,n) ~ A*'rm{Sn}.
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Proof: Since ~2n_1S2n-l = 71 we see that A*t1~m_l{Sn} = 0 for m ~ 2n, com

pare (7.8) [6]. Whence (2.6) is a consequence 01 (2.5). In the stable range m < 2n-l

the gequence (2.6) is weIl known (see for example [l])j in this case we have

A GD ~m{Sn} = AGD~mSn and A*'~m-l{Sn} = A*rm_ 1Sn, see (7.5) [6].

Next we consider the cross effects oI the exact sequence in (2.5). For thislet

K - K
M(A IB,n) = M(A,n) A M(B,n-l) and let A~mM(AIB,n) = ~mM(A IB,n)/S'

where S' is the suhgroup generated hy all compositions IflK -+ S2n-1--:-t M(A IB,n).

(2.7) Corollary: For dim(IflK) < 3n-2 there is a natural exact sequence

( K 2n-1) K (A I ) A K S2n-lo ---t Trp A,B,rmS --+ Ar m+ 1M B,n --+ *B*~n-l

~A~B~r~S2n-l--+ ~~M(A IB,n) --+ A~~M(A IB,n) -+ 0

Here Trp is the tripie torsion product of Mac Lane [14], see also (7.7)(3) in [6].
Corollary (2.7), is the 'cross effect sequence' of (2.5) obtained by the formulas (7.7)

[6]. It is an interesting problem to compute the boundary operators 8 in (2.5) and
K .

(2.7) only in terms of 'some structure' of the homotopy groups 'K i (SJ) of spheres, in

particular if K = SO.

(2.8) Remark: There are many papers in the literature concerning the homotopy

groups of Moore spaces rmM(A,n), see for example [22] and [8], [17]. We here are

mainly interested in the Iunctorial properties 01 rmM(A,n), m < 3n - 2, which are

not so weIl understood; an early approach in this direction ia due to Barratt [1] for

m< 2n-1.

The functorial propenies of the groups ~mM(A,n) are oI special interest for the

homotopy classification of manifolds and Poincare-romplexes respectiveIy. Let p~
be the dass 01 (n-l)--<:onnected (2n+k)-dimensional Poincarkomplexes.

(2.9) Examples: Let n ~ 2. For X EP~ there is a homotopy invariant
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€(X) E Hn(X) 8 W"2n-l{Sn}
where HnX is a finitely generated free abelian group. In fact X is the mapping cone

X ~ Cf of a map f: S2n-l --+ M(HnX,n) and f(X) = ,\-l(f) is given by the

isomorphism ,\ in (2.4). Whence feX) is a complete homotopy invariant of X,

that is for X,Y E p~ there is an orientation preserving homotopy equivalence

X ~ Y iff there is an isomorphism tp: HnX ~ HnY with (~l)f(X) = f(Y). We

ca.n write the invariant feX) in terms of the cohomology Hn(X) as follows. Since

Hn(X) = Hom(Hn(X)jll) we have by (5.5) [6] the isomorphism

X : Hn(X)Q)"'2n-l{Sn} ~ Hom(Hn(X) I "'2n-l{Sn})

Therefore Xf(X) = (Qe,Qee) ia a quadratic form with Qe: Hn(X) --+ "'2n-lSn and

with aee : Hn(X) x Hn(X) --+ W"2n-lS2n-1 ~ ll. Here Qee ia just the cup product

pairing in X. Moreover Qe = t is exactly the cohomology operation considered by

Kervaire-Milnor in 8.2 [13]j (the formula there is equivalent to the fact that

(ae,aee) is a quadratic form, compare the first equation in (5.1)(2) [6]).

(2.10) Example: For X Ep~ (n ~ 2) we define a new homotopy invariant

T(X) E Hn(X)*'W"2n_l{Sn}
which we call the torsion-inyariant of X. We abtain T(X) by a homotopy equiva-

lence X ~ Cf where f:S2n
--+ M(Hn+ 1X,n+1) v M(HnX,n). Let r2f E 'X"2nM(HnX,n)

be given by the retraction r2 and let T(X) be the image of r2f under the

homomorphism

"'2nM(HnX,n) --H ~ "'2nM(HnX,n) ~ Hn(X)*''X"2n_l{Sn}
given by (2.6). One can check that an orientation preserving map v: X --+ Y with

X,Y E P~ satisfies

(Hn(v)*'l)( T(X)) = r(Y)
so that T(X) is a well defined homotopy invariant. For n ~ 3 the exact sequence

(2.6) can be used for the computation of all possible f which yield the same torsion

invariant. This yields a kind cf homotopy classification of objects in p~, (using diffe

rent invariants such a classification is intensively studied in [19], [20], [181, [11], [24]).
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(2.11) Examp1es of computations: The following list shows some examples of the qua-

dratic lI-modules " {Sn} where we use the notation for indecomposable quadraticm
lI-modules in (2.4), (2.11) [6]. These examples can be deduced from Toda's computa-

tions [23]. In the list we denote a cyclic group lI/n simply by n and we denote a

direct sum lI./n(fj"O./m by n$m. Moreover (n,m) and (n,m,r) are the greatest COID-

mon divisors.

n,m 7 m{Sn} lI./ke"m{Sn} "O./k*'r {Sn} 1/./k*" rm{Sn}m

2,3 1/.f (k2,2k) (k,2) 0

3,5 llAfiJ2 (k,2) (k,2)E9k 0

3,6 H(2,1}EB3 (k,12) (k,12)E9(k,2) (k,2)

4,7 Ef ED3 2 (k,24) 0(k ,2k)E9E:k
$(k,3)

4,8

1 [~
0 0 k == 1(2),...,

(1/./2)r 2 0 k == 2(4)
4,9 2e2 0 k == 0(4)

5,9 P(I) (k,2) (k2,2k) 0

5,10 {7/./2)S (k,2) (k,2) 0

5,11 (7/./2)AfD2 (k,2) (k,2)fB(k,2) (k,2)

5,12 H(1,3)ED15 (k,2)ED(k,15) (k,2)fB(k,3) (k,3)ED

$("O./3)A ED(k,8)ED(k,15) (k,8)

6,11 7/.S k 0 0

6,12 ("0./2)AffY). (k,2) (k,2)ED(k,2) (k,2)

6,13 H(2,1)E915 (k,60) (k,60)e(k,2) (k,2)

6,14 (7I./8)r$2, (k,2) (k,2)fB(k,2) (k,2)

it{lI/3)S 2 2ffJ(k ,2k,24) $(k ,2k,24)
6,15 2S2S2 (k,2)ED(k,2) (k,2)EB(k,2) 0

ED(k,2) ED(k,2)
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The quadratic ll-module Er (see (n,m) = (4,7)) ia given by

Er = (11(JJD./4 (1,0) • 11 (2,-1) • llSll/4)

and Ek in this line ia

[

2 k =°(4), k f °(8),
Ek = 4 k =0 (8),

o otherwiae.

Moreover for (n,m) = (4,8), (4,9) we use (71./2)r = [l1r]1J11/2 as defined in (2.1) [6].

The computation of the groups in this list is readily obtained by (7.9) [6]. Combining

the groups in the list with the exa.ct sequence (2.5), (2.6) we immediately get the

following ahort exa.ct sequences.

(1) 11/(k,12) >----+ 'K6M(ll/k,3) --++ 7l(k,2) S l1/k

(2) k :: 1(2) 0 }
k:: 2(4) ll/2 >--. 'K8M(11/k,4) -+-+ 11/(k,24)
k :: 0(4) 11/2S1l/2

~ ~ ~~~~ ~/2 } >-+ ~9M(1l/k,4) -+-+ [~/2
k :: 0(4) 1l/2ffJ1l/2 1l/2fIJ1l/2

(4) 71/(k,2) >----+ r 10M(11/k,5) -+-+ 11/(2k,k
2)

(5) 11/(k,2) >----+ 1"11M(11/k;5) -+-+ 7l/(k,2)

Hy a resu1t of Sasao [17] the sequence (1) ia non aplit only for k:: 0(2) and

k/(k,12) :: 1(2)j in tbis case one has r 6M(11/k,3) = 11/2 E9 71/2k m1l/(k,12)/2.
Moreover Tipple [22] showed that (3) is split and that (4) is non split only for

k :: 2(4). Finally we deduce 'Ir12M(1l/k,6) = 1l/(k,12) from the list above. We leave

it to the reader to describe further examples for the exact sequences (2.5).

§3 Homo l091/ 0 f Ei l en berg-6ac Lane C omp l exes

We descri1>e a aix term exact sequence for the metastable homology groups of

Eilenberg-Mac Lane complexes. Thia sequence ia a kind of Eckmann~Hi1ton dual of
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the corresponding exact sequence for metastable homotopy groups of Moore spaces in

§2" Moreover we use the operators in Whitehea.d's certain exact sequence for a map

which carries the homotopy group8 of Moore 8pa.ces to the homology groups of

Eilenberg-Ma.c Lane spaces.

Let ~ (BAn be a small subringoid, see (1.1). A homotopy abelian H-space U,

U EM, gives U8 the ßOP-module

[R,U]' : ~op --+ Ab
which carries X ER to the abelian group of H-maps [X,U]' = M(X,U) which is

a subgroup of [X,U]. The quadratic ß-module Hm{R..,G} associated to (1.3)(4), see

(1.4), and the tensor product (3.1) [6] yield the natural homomorphism (m < 3/n)

(3.1) ~ : [R,U]'SRHm{B,G} --+ Hm(U,G)

aB follows. For a E [X,U]', b E [Y,U]', 0 E Hm(X,G), ß E Hm(XAY,G) let

~(aeQ) = a*(o) and ~([a,b]Sß) = B(J.')*(a Ab)*(P), compa.re (1.6). The image of ~

is the subgroup of Hm(U,G) generated by all elements o*(a) where

o : Xl x ... x Xk --+ U ia an H-map, XiE ß, k ~ I, and where a E Hm(Xl x ... x Xk,G).

(3.2) Lemma: ~ in (3.1) is a weIl defined natural homomorphism. Moreover A ia an

isomorphism if U = Xl x ... x Xk, Xi ER for i = 1, ... ,k and if R ia a fnU subringoid

of HAn.

Simila.rly as in (2.2) the lemma ia a consequence of (4.4) [6].

(3.3) Remark: A natural description of Hm(K(A,n),G), m < 3n, can be obtained by

(3.1). For tbis let R be the full homotopy category conaisting of elementary

Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces K(ll,n) or K(ll/pi,n), p = prime. Then (3.1) yields the

natural homomorphism (n ~ 2)
N

A: la,K(A,n)] 81!-Hm{~,G} ~ Hm(K(A,n),G)

which ia an isomorphisID for all A E~. This follows essentially from (3.2), compare

(4.6) [6]. We clearly have [ß,K(A,n)] = [Il,K(A,n)]' .
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We now consider a special case of A in (3.1). For this let ~ ~ 71 be the fuU

subcategory consisting only of K(ll,n) and let U = K(A,n). Then Bm{R,G} is the

quadratic I-module (see (1.6))

G B PHm{n} = (Hm(K(l1,n),G)~ Hm(K(7l,n) A K(71,n),G) ---t Hm(K(71,n),G))

and we get by (3.1) the natural homomorphism

(3.4)

which is an isomorphism if A ia free abelian; here A needs not to be finitely gene

rated. In fact A is the tensor approximation of the functor Ab ---+ Ab which carries= ~

A to Hm(K(A,n),G), compare (4.8) [6]. For G = 7l we set Bm{n} =H~{n}.

Since K(7l,2) = (PCD we readily see that H4{2} ~ lI.r . Therefore we derive form

(3.4) the natural homomorphism A: r(A) = A'iJll.r ~ H4K(A,2) which i.s actually an

isoIDorphism for all A, compare [10]. The following list shows same examples of

quadratic 7l-modules Hm{n}. We use in tbis list the notation for indecomposable

quadratic li-modules in (2.4), (2.11) [6]; the exampIes can be deduced from the
computations in [10].

m n H n Hm(K(A,n))m
3 2 0 0

4 2 7l.r r(A)

5 2 0 R(A)

5 3 7l/2 11/2'iJA

6 3 71A 11/2*AflJA2(A)

7 3 71/3 1l./3*Aen(A)

8 3 (7l/2)~ 11/3*AEBAflJAfiJ71/2

7 4 0 7l/2*A

8 4 7lr EBll./3 71/3fiJAEBr(A)

9 4 0 1I./3*AEBR(A)

9 5 7I./2tDll./3 (1l/2$1l./3)'iJA

10 5 71A (1l./2EB7l/3)*AEBA2(A)
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In general the map ,\ in (3.4) is not an isomorphism. As an analogue of theorem

(2.5) we prooI in (6.13) below the following result, in which, however ,\ above does

not appear. Again we use the derived functors in (7.4) [6].

(3.5) Theorem: Let m ~ 3n-3. Then there is a natural map

Je: Hm(K(A,n-1),G) --t A*H~{n} such that JeHm(K(A,n-1),G) = kernel(Je) ia

embedded in the natural exact sequence

o +-- AGD'H~{n}+-- ",Hm_ 1(K{A,n-1),G) f-A~IlH~+l{n}f

A*H~{n} ~Hm(K{A,n-l),G)J- JCHm{K{A,n-l),G) 4-0

where i is the indusion.

In the stable range m < 2n-2 this yields just the short exact sequence

(3.6) A*Hm{K(71,n),G)~ Hm{K{A,n-l),G) t-< A~Hm+l(K(71,n),G)

which ia a kind of Eckmann-Hilton dual of (2.6). Using the Iormulas in (7.7) [6) it is

easy to obtain the exact "cross effect sequencefl of (3.5), tbis is a sequence of a similar

nature as in (2.7).

(3.7) Examples: We describe same applications of (3.5) where we üse the list in (3.4).

Since H7{4} = 0 and since Hg{4} = 0 we obtain the isomorphism

AfiJ'71r fJAfiJY./3 = AfiJ'HS(4)

~ JeH7K(A,3)

= H7K(A,3) ~ nA(fJAfi)71./3

which corres}X>nds to the isomorphism A~J71r~ nA in (7.12)[6). Since H7{3} = 1l/3

we have AfiJII H7{3} = 0 so that JeH5K(AJ2) ~ A~'71A where llA= Ha{3}. Moreover

we have H4{3} = 0 80 that ",H4K(A,2) = H4K(A,2) ~ r(A). ThereIore we derive

from (3.5) the exact sequence

AGD71/2 ++- r(A) t-< Afi)I171.A .J!- A*71./2~ R(A) t-< Afi)'71.A

which ia the union of two natural short exact sequences. By (2.10) [a] tbis shows that

there are natural isomorphisIDs Afi)II71.A ~ Sp2(A) ~ A~71.S.
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(3.8) Remark: J. Decker got a formula for H K(A,n), m < 3n, in terms of a list ofm
homology operations Q, see m (4.3) [9]. This list of homology operations (based on

results of Cartan [7]) allows in principle the computation of BmK(A,n) as a functor

and whence we can derive the quarlratic ll-module Bm{n}. The exact sequence (3.5)
still is helpful for understanding the somewhat intricate functors Oq and Rq which

appear in Decker's formula. They generalize the functors 0 and R of

Eilenberg-Ma.c Lane [10], that is 00 = 0, RO= R.

We now describe a connection between homotopy group8 of Moore spaces and

homology groups of Eilenberg-Mac Laue spaces. Ta this end reca.ll that the Hurewicz

homoIDorphisID h is embedded in a long exact sequence [25]

b i h b
---+ B +IX -----t r X --+ W" X -----t H X -----t r IX --+n n n n n-

which ia natural for simply connected spaces X. For an abelian group A we have

the canonical map (n ~ 2)

k : M(A,n) ---+ K(A,n)

which induces the identity Rn(k) = l A of A. This map induces the natural

hOIDoIDorphisID

(3.9) Ql = b-Irm(k)i-1 : 'KmM(A,n) ---4 Hm+1K(A,n)

where we use i and b in the exact sequence above. J.B.C. Whitehead [25] showed

that Q1 is an iSOIDOrphisID for m = n+1. In the meta stable range Ql is part of

the following commutative diagram where we use EM(A,n-l) = M(A,n), m < 3n-2.

H P"mM(A,n) • "mM(A,n)AM(A,n-l)----t.1f M(A,n)

1Q 1 1Q2 m1Ql

H P
Hm+1K(A,n) ---. Hm+IK(A,n)AK(A,n) • Hm+1K(A,n)

The maps H and P are defined as in (1.5) and (1.6) respectively. The map Q2 is

defined by Q2 = h"m+l(kAk)E where E is the suspension operator and where h

is the Hurewicz map. Whence Q2 is an isomorphism for ID = 2n-1. The commuta

tivity of the diagram shows that Q = (Ql,Q2) ia a map between quadratic ll-modu

les. We obtain the commutativity of (3.10) by the homotopy commutativity of

(3.11) M(A,n)~ M(A,u)v M(A,n)....Y.... M(A,n)

lk lk' lk
K(A,n)~ K(A,n)xK(A,n)~ K(A,n)
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Here JJ' and JJ are the comultiplication and multiplication respectively and k' is

given by k v k and the inclusion. By applying the functor r m to (3.11) we

essentially get (3.10).

For any (n-1~onnectedspace X with HnX ~ A we have maps

k' k"(3.12) k : M(A,n)~ X ----+ K(A,n)

which induce isomorphisms in homology Rn' Here the homotopy class of k" is

unique, the homotopy dass of k', however, is not unique. From (3.10) we derive for

m < 3n-2 the commutative diagram

(3.13) A8 r
m

{Sn} , A~Hm+l{n}

l~ k,·-1 b-1k ll 1~
W"mM(A,n)

*1 Ir X * Hm+1K(A,n)m

which shows that r mX is non trivial if Ql is non trivial. The following lemma

gives information on part of the kernel of Ql'

(3.14) Lemma: Let a E 7rm(M(A,n)) be a map which admits a factorization

a : Sm --+ Y ---t M(A,n) where Y is n--<:onnected and dim(Y) ~ rn-I. Then we

have Ql(a) = O. In particular we have Ql([ " 1]]) = 0 for a1l Whitehead products

[{,1]] with eE W"tM(A,n), t > n.

(3.15) Example: All arrows in (3.13) are isomorphisms for n = 2, m = 3. Moreover

the map

Ql : 7r4M(A,2) ---4 H5K(A,2) ~ R{A)

ia surjective and its kernel is the subgroup S in (2.5). Whence we have the natural

isoIDorphisms

compare (2.6) and (7.12) [6].
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§4 CohomoZo9'U of Ei lenberg-Hac Lane spaces

Here we obtain a six term exact sequence for the cohomology groups of Eilenberg

Mac Lane spaces in the metastable range.

Let ß C HAn be a small subringoid, see (1.1). A homotopy abelian H-Bpace gives us

the aOP-module [Ii,U]' as in (3.1). Now the quadratic ROP-modules Hm{R,G}

and r~{!U as80ciated to the functors (1.3)(3) and (1.3)(2) respectively yield the

natural homomorphisms (m < 3n, resp. hodim{OffiK) < 3n)

(4.1) ~ : Hm(U,G) ---+ HornB,oP(~,UI' ,Hm{ßß}),

~ : W"~(U) ---+ Horn~op([.ß,UI' ,W"~m)}

Compare (5.7) [6]. Hy (5.8) [6] we know

(4.2) Proposition: The homomorphisms .l in (4.1) are isomorphisms if

U = Xl )C ••• )( Xr ia a finite product with Xi E R for i = 1,... ,r and if ~ is a full

subringoid of BAn'

(4.3) Remark: L:et !1 be the ringoid of elementary Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces as in

(3.3). Then (4.1) yields the natural homomorphism

~ : W"~(K(A,n),G) ---+ Horn~op(rn.,K(A,n)I,W"~nn)

which is an i80morphism if A is finitely generated.

We now consider a special case of ~ in (4.1). For this let .R ~ 11. be the full

subcategory consisting only of K{ll,n) and let U = K(A,n). Then HID{R,G} and

r~{!U are the quadratic ll-modules

Ha{n} = (Hm(K(ll,n),G)~ H
ID

(K{ll,n) A K(ll,n),G)~ HID(K(ll Jn),G»,

r~{n} = (W"~K(ll,n) ~ "'~K(71,n) A K(71,n)~ 7r~K(ll,n»
respectively defined aB in (1.6). Now (4.1) yields the natural homomorphisms
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(4.4) ~ : HID(K(A,n),G) -+ HOIDll(A,Ha{n})

~ : r~(K(A,n» -+ HOmll(A,W"~{n})

which are isomorphisms if A ia a Iree abelian group (here A needs not to be finitely

generated). In the next result we use the derived functors in (7.4) [6].

(4.5) Theorem: Let m 5 3n-2. Then there is a natural map

K, : Ext(A,Ha{n}) -+ HID(K(A,n-l),G) such that

K,Hm(K(A,n-l),G) = cokernel(Je) ia embedded in the natural exaet sequenee

0-+ Hom'(A,Ha{n}) -+ "Hm- 1(K(A,n-l),G) -+ Homll(A,Ha+1{n}) -+

Ext(A,Ha{n})~ HID(K(A,n-l),G)~ /tHm(K(A,n-l),G) -+ 0

where q is the quotient map.

In the stable range m < 2n-2 this sequence is equivalent to the short ex.aet sequenee

(4.6) 0 -+ Ext(A,Ha{n}) -+ HID(K(A,n-l),G) -+ Hom(A,Ha+ 1{n}) -+ 0

where Ha{n} = HID(K(ll,n),G) is an abelian group. Theorem (4.5) is a special ease

of the nen result.

(4.7) Theorem: Let hodim (OffiK) ~ 3n-2. Then there is a natural map

x :Ext(A,r~{n}) --+ if~K(A,n-l) such that /tr~K(A,n-l)= eokernel (/t) is

embedded in the natural exaet sequence

o--+ Hom'(A,r~{n})----t JC7r~+lK(A,n-l)----t Hom"(A, 7r~-1{n}) -+

Ext(A,r~{n})~ "~K(AJn-l)~ Kr~K(A,n-l)-+ 0

where q is the quotient map.

We prove (4.7) and (4.5) in (6.8) below. Again it is 0bvious how to deseribe the

"cross effect sequenee" of (4.7) by the formulas in (7.7) [6].
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§5 Än exact sequence (or homotopy groyps 0 ( a co (i ber

The main result in this section describes an approximation of a certain fiber !rom

which we deduce various exact sequences, this way we obtain a proof of the exact

sequence for homotopy groups of Moore apaces in (2.5).

Let g: A ---+ B be a map in Top* and consider the following commutative diagram.

C I

(~g,i)
CA Y B

I~ push IiVl
Bf A Y B

f (g,l) f ~g
p. I Pi Y1 I I Pr(g)1 r(g)

Here CB is the cone on B and i: B >---+ CB is the inclusion. Tbe mapping cone

C ia defined by the subdiagram 'push' which is a push out diagram. Let r(g) be the
g

induced map between homotapy thearetic fibers and let P r(g) be the homotopy
theoretic fiber of r(g). Let W be the composition of fibrations ~ as indicated

g
in the diagram.

(5.2) Theorem: Let A be a suspension, A = EA', which is (a-1)-eonnected and

aBsume B is (h-1~nnected, b ~ 2. Then there ia a map

6: EA' A A' ---+ Pr{g)
which is Min(a,b) + 2& - 3 cannected. Moreover the composition WgO satisfies the

equation

{
wg6 : EA' A A' ---+ A Y B

WgO = [il'i1 - i2g]
Here i1 (resp. i2) is the inclusion of A (resp. B) inta A Y Band [ I ] is tbe

Whitehead product.

Proof: The theorem is & partial reformulation of (6.9) in [5].
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The next corollary of (5.2) yields an exact sequence which is dual to the sequence of

E. Thomas in (6.4) below.

(5.3) Corollary: Let A be an (a-1)-eonnected suspension, a ~ 1, and let g: A --+ B

be a map where B ia l--connected. Then we have for dim(IfDK) < 2a-2 the exact

sequence

K i* K KaK i* K
r m+1(B)~ r m+1(Cg) --+ rm(Av B)2 ----t 7rm(B) 17rm(Cg)

K K KHere r (Av B)2 denotes the kernel of the map (1,0)*: 7r (Av B) --+ r (B) andm m, m
8 = (g,I)* ia induced by (g,l) : Av B --+ B.

Compare also (6.9) in [5].

Proof of (5.3): Hy (5.2) we see that Pr(g) ia (2a-2)-eonnected. Therefore r(g) in

duces an isomorphisID "~(Pi) ~ 7r~(Piv 1) ~ r~(Av B)2 since dim(IflK) < 2a-2.

Now the fiber sequence for Pi yields the exact sequence in (5.3).

(5.4) Corollary: Let g: EX1 --+ EXO be a map between (n-l)-eonnected suspensions

in coRA (see (1.1)) and let dim(IfDK) < 3n-2. Then we have the followingn
commutative diagram in which the column and the row are exact sequences.

J
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The row ia the exact homotopy sequence of the pair (Cg,EXO)' The operators D1
and D2 are given by

D2 = (P,-{11 g)*), D1 = (g*,P(g 11)*)

where P,(gI1)* and (1Ig)* aredefinedasin (1.5). In fact (1Ig)* is (1 Ag)* up

to the switch of suspension coordinates and (g 11)* = (g A1)*.

Proof of (5.4): We apply the operator r~ to the fiber sequence in the bottom rew ef

(5.1). This yields the exact column of (5.4) since 6 in (5.2) is highly cennected. Rere

we UBe the isomorphismB

r~PiY 1 ~ r~+l (CAY B,Av E),

~ r~(AY B)2' see (5.3),

~ ~~(EXl)m~~{EXl AXO)

with A = EX!, B = EXO' The map D1 is induced by (g,l) : Av B --+ B. Moreever

D2 is induced by Wg6 in (5.2).

The operations Dl'D2 form achain complex, that ia D1D2 = O. This chain complex

corresponds exactly to the chain complex M*(d) in (6.3) [6] where d = g and

where M = {'K~} ia thc quadratie eeRAn-module associated to the quadratic fune

tor .".~ in (1.3)(1), see (1.4) or (3.5) [6]. We therefore have the homology groups

{

HO{ 'K~}*(g) = cokernel (D1)

(5.5) Bl {'X"~}*(g) = kerne! (Dl)/image (D2)

H2{ ifm} *(g) = kernel (D2)
These homology groups appear in the exact sequence of the next corollary where

(5.6) j'X"~+l(Cg) = kerne! {)

ia the image of the operator j in (5.4).

(5.7) Corollary: With the assumptions in (5.4) there is the exact sequence

o--+ Bl{'X"~}*(g)~ j1l"~+l(Cg)"!""B2{'X"~_l}*(g)--.!L.

K . K . K
HO{ 'Km} *(g) .2....t rm(Cg) --4-. jifm{Cg) --+ 0
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Proof: The maps are given as folIows. The indusion e is induced by E and the map

h is the restriction of H. The map 8 is induced by 8(lI)-l and i and j are

derived from the corresponding maps i and j in (5.4).

The enct sequences (5.4) and (5.6) are natural with respect to principal maps

F : Cg --+ Cgl between mapping cones, compare [4] for the definition of principal

maps.

(5.8) Proor or (2.5): Theorem (2.3) is a special case of (5.7). For this let

Xl~ Xo--+-+ A be a short Iree resolution of the abelian group A and let

g : M(Xl'n) --+ M(XO,n) be a map which induces d. The mapping cone of g is the

Moore space M(A,n) = eg. Using the isomorphism A in (2.4) (where we replace A

by Xl and Xo respectively) we obtain isomorphisms

Ho{r~}*(g) = A01T"~{Sn},

Hl{~~}*(g) = A*'r~{Sn},

H2{~~}*(g) = A*"r~{Sn}.
Compare the definition in (7.4) [6]. Now it is easy to see that in (5.7) corresponds

to ~ in (2.5). Therefore (2.5) is just a special case of (5.7).

§6 Än exact sequence (or (co )homo logy groups 0 ( a (i ber

The main result in tbis section describes an approximation of a certain cofiber. This

reault ia the Eckmann-Hilton dual of the result in §5, the proofs however, are not

dual. We derive exact sequences which, in particular, yield the exact sequences for

homology and cohomology groups of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces in §3 and §4 above.

We first describe the Eckammn-Hilton dual of diagram (5.1). Let g: B --+ A be a

map in Top* and consider the following commutative diagram
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WAxB

pull

( 'Kg,q)
Pg

!q
B -"""'(g---',I:r-T')---t

r
Cq r(g) CqXl> • Cr(g)

Here WB is the contractible path object and Pg is the homotopy theoretic fiber of

g which is defined by the subdiagram 'pulP which is a pull back diagram. Let r(g)

be the induced map between mapping cones and let Cr(g) be the mapping cone of

r(g). Let Wg be the composition of cofibrations as indicated in the diagram..

(6.1)

(6.2) Theorem: Let A be an H-group which ia (a-1)-eonnected and assume B is

(b-1)-eonnected. Then there ia a map

6 : Cr(g) ---. A A A
which ia Min(a,b)+2a-1 connected. Moreover the suspension E(awg) satisfies the

equation:

E( öWg} : E(AxB) --+ E(AAA)
A

E( öWg) = E(4APA) - E((l A g)q) + ,\

Here PA: AxB --+ A is the projection, a:AxB --+ A ABis the quotient map, and

4 A : A --+ A A A ia the reduced diagonal. Finally ,\ is a map which admits a

fa.ctorization ,\: EA AB --+ Y --+ EA AA where Y is {3a)-eonnected.

An explicit description of 5Wg is given in the proof of the theorem, see (6) in §7

below. In the stable range we obtain by (6.2) the following exact sequence due to

E. Thomas [21], see also [16]; a generalization of tbis sequence can be derived from

the 'generalloop theorem' (V. 10.6) in [4], see also (6.4.7) [2].

(6.3) Corollary: Let A be an H-group which is (a-1)-eonnected and let g: B --+ A

be a map. For hodim(rFy) < 2a-1 we have the exact sequence, m ~ 1,

* *O1"~+l(B) L.; O1"~+l(Pg) -I O1"~(A)tB)-L O1"~(B)~ O1"~(Pg)

where A)I B is the cofiber of i2 : B --+ AxB. The boundary a= (p(g,1»)* is

induced by the composition p(g,l): B --+ AxB --+ A>tB.
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Proof: Hy (6.2) we see that Cr(g) ia (2a-1)--eonnected. Therefore r(g) induces the

isomorphiam
y y y

'X'm(Cq) ~ I"m(Cq)(l) ~ I"m(A>tB)

aince we &Saume hodim(nmy) < 2a-1. Now the Puppe sequence for Cq yields the

exact sequence (6.3). The next corollary of (6.2) ia dual to (5.4).

(6.4) Corollary: Let g: Xo~ Xl be a map between (n-1)--eonnected homotopy

abelian H-groups in HAn (see (1.1)) and let hodim(rrnY)~3n-2.Then we have the

following commutative diagram in which the column and the row are exact sequences.

m+1(p )_--+
'X'y g J

The row ia the exact cofiber sequence (Puppe sequence) of the mapping cone Cq of

q : Pg ---+-t XO' here we write ","~+l(pgiB) = r~(Cq) since tbis group is dual to

the corresponding relative homotopy group 11'~+1(Cg'EXO) in (5.3), compare also

the notation in (11.14.5) [4]. The operators 01 and 02 are given similarly as in

(5.4), namely

02 = (0,-(11 g)*), 01 = (g* ,P(g 11)*)

Here P = ä *, (11 g)* and (g 11)* are defined by (1.6). In fact we have

(11 g)* = (1 Ag)* and (g 11)* = (g A1)*.
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Proof of (6.4): We apply the operator ~~ to the cofiber sequence in the boUom row

of (6.1). This yields the exact column of (6.4) since 0 in (6.2) ia (3n-l)-{:onnected.

Here we also UBe the isoIDorphism

~~(Cqx1) = ~~+l(WAXB IAxB)

= ~~(A)(B/B)

= ~~(A)EB~~(A" B)
with A = Xl' B = XO' The map D1 is induced by (g,l) : B --+ AxB. Moreover D2

is induced by (liWg)*' The formula in (6.2) for E( 5Wg) yields the formula for D2
above.

The operators Dl'D2 form achain complex, that ia DID2 = Q. This chain complex

corresponds exact1y to the chain complex M*(d) in (6.3) [6] where d = gOP and

where M = {~~} is the quadratic HA~P-module associated to the quadratic func

tor ~~ in (1.3)(2), see (1.4) above or (3.5) [6]. The homology groups of this chain

complex are the groups

{

BQ{ ~~}*(gOP) = cokernel (Dl ),

(6.5) BI{~~}*(gOp) ="kernel (DI)/image D2,

H2{~~} *(gOp) = kernel (D2) .

They appear in the exact sequence or the next corollary where

(6.6) j1l"~+l(P g} ~ kernel( 8}
is the ima.ge of the operator j in (6.4).

(6.7) Corol1ary: Wiih the a.ssu.mptions in (6.4) there is the exact sequence

O--+ { m} (op) e . m+l( ) h {rn-I} (op) aB1 ~K * g --t J~K Pg --+ H2 ~K * g ----t

HO{r~}*(gOp) ...i. r~(Pg} i; j1l"~(Pg} -; 0

The proof of (6.7) is t he same as the one of (5.7). The exact sequence (6.7) is natural

with respect to principal map8 F: Pg --+ Pg' between fiber spaces, compare [4] for

the definition 01 principal maps.
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(6.8) Prrof cf (4.7): In fact theorem (4.7) is a special case of (6.7). For this let

g : K(X1,n) ---i K(XO,n) be a map which induces d in (5.8). Then the fiber of g is

the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(A,n-l) = Pg' Therefore we can apply (6.7). Using

the isomorphism ~ in (4.4) (where we replace A by Xo and Xl respectively) we

get the i80morphisms

HO{r~}(gOP) = Hom(A,r~{n}),

Hl{r~}(gOP) = Ext'(A,1"~{n}) ,

H2{ r~}(gOP) = Extll(AJ1"~{n}) .

Compare the definition in (7.4) [6]. Now i in (6.7) yields the homomorphism I( in

(4.7). Therefore (4.7) and also (4.5) is just a special case of (6.7).

Next we derive a further corollary from (6.2) concerning homology groups of the fiber

Pg.

(6.9) Corollary: Let g: Xo---+ Xl be a map in HAn as in (6.4). Then we have for

m ~ 3n-3 the following commutative diagram in which the column and the row are

exact sequences.

Hm(Xl AXl'G)

In1

Hm (Xl'G)ffiHm (X l AXO,G)

IE '\ n°
Hm- l (Pg,G) T Hm(XO'PgiG) J Hm(XO,G) q;- Hm(Pg,G)

lR
Hm+l (Xl AXl ,G)

101

Rm+l (Xl'G)ffiHm(XI AXO,G)
The row is the exact homology sequence of the pair (Xo,Pg) where we use the

mapping cylinder of q: Pg -+ Xo' The operators n° and n1 are given by

nl
= (H,-{lJ g)*) and D

O
= (g*,(ll g)*H)

where B, (11 g)* and (g 11)* are defined as in (1.6). In fact we have

(llg)*= (lAg)* and (gll)*=(gAl)*.
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Proof of (6.9): We apply the funetor Hm(_,G) to the eofiber sequenee in the bottom

row of (6.1). This yields the exact column of (6.9) sinee 0 in (6.2) is

(3n-1)-connected. Here we also use the isomorphism

Hm(Cq)(l'G)~ Hm{A)(B/B;G)

~ Hm{A,G)EBHm(AABjG)

where A = Xp B = XO' The map 0° ia indueed by (g,l): B~ A)(B. Moreover

n1 is induced by (6Wg)*. The fonnulas in (6.2) for E(6Wg) yields the fonnula for

0 1 above.

The operators 00,D1 form a coehain complex, that is 0 10° = O. Trus coehain

complex corresponds to the coehain eomplex M*(d) in (6.3) [6] where d = g and

where M = {HG} is the quadratie HA -module associated to the quadratie funetorm n
Hm(_,G) in (1.3){4), see (1.4) above or (3.5) [6]. The eohomology groups of this

cochain complex are the groups

{
H~ {H~}*(g) = kerne! (00), -

(6.10) ~{H~}*(g) = kernel {Ol)/image (00),

H~{H~}*(g) = cokernel (01
)

They appear in the exact sequence of the next eorollary where

(6.11) Hm- 1(Pg,G) 8 = image 8

ia the image of the operator a in (6.9).

(6.12) Corollary: With the assumptiona in (6.9) there ia the exaet sequenee

1G e h2G 6o~ H {Hm}*{g) +--Hm_ 1{Pg,G}a+-- H {Hm+1}*{g) +---

HO{H:l*(g),JL Hm(Pg,G) J- Hm(Pg,G)lJ -- 0

The proof of (6.12) ia similar to the proof of (5.7). The map e is induced by E and

the map h ia indueed by OH, moreover 6 is essentially the restrietion of j in

(6.9), the map q ia given by q* and i is the indusion. The exaet sequenee (6.12)

ia natural with respect to principal maps F: Pg~ Pg' between fiber spaees.
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(6.13) Proof of (3.5): Theorem (3.5) is a special tase of (6.12). For this we consider

K(A,n-l) = Pg as in (6.8). Using the isomorphiam ~ in (3.4) (where we replace A

by Xo and Xl respectively) we get the isomorphisms

HO{H~}*(g) ~ A*H~{n} J

HI{H~}*(g) ~ ASJH~{n} ,

~{H~}*(g) ~ ASIIH~{n} .

Compare the definition in (7.4) [6]. Whence (3.5) ia just a special case of (6.12).

§7 'roo f 0 f theorem (6. 2)

We here prove theorem (6.2)j the proof relies on a result of M. Mather [15]. We first

consider the commutative diagram

q

(1)

which ia an extension of diagraro (6.1). The subdiagram 'push' ia a push out obtained

by the mapping cylinder R of q, and j is the induced map. It is clear that the

diagram yields a homotopy equivalence Cj ~ Cr( ). Next we consider the following

diagram which ia obtained hom the top part of (1)~y setting B = A and g = 1.
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The map (1,1) ia the diagonal in tbis case. For the definition of the homotopy

equivalence h we use the assumption that A ia a H-group with multiplication J.1

and homotopy invers v. We Bet

(3) h : AxA --+ AxAxA --+ AxAxA --+ AxA .

Here the first map carries (Xs) to (x,x'Y)J the second map ia 1'11.1'11.1/, and the third

map is 1x p. We also write h(x,y) = (x,x-y). The map j" is the inclusion and a ia

the quotient map. Mon'!over the map h' corresponds to 1 v v since hi2 ~ i2v and

hi1 ~ ir Now it is clear that hinduces a homotopy equivalence Cj , -=-. A AA.

The map ginduces a 'map' !rom the top part of (1) to the top part of (2) given by

'K':P --+ WAg g
1xg : W AxB --+ WAxA

g:B---+A
l)(g: AxB --+ AxA

Now (4) yields a map gQ: Q --+ Q' for which the following diagram homotopy

commutes

i Q j k EFF ----+ AxB >----+C.+----

P
i'

19Q lllC g lJ P
(5) F Q' j' k' EFE•

:F>~ I~---~lh" ~1h' lEVF

i" ." A
k"F AvA J I AxA q

I AAA I EF

Here F =EOA A OA ia the homotopy theoretic fiber of j ,jJ and j" respective1y as

follows from a theorem of M. Mather (theorem 47 of [15]). Moreover the map in ia

the Whitehead product [ilRA,i2RAl where RA : EnA --+ A is the evaluation map.

By naturality the map gQ induces the identity on fibers and h' induces a homo

topy equivalence h lt
• The maps k,k', and k" are the canonical mapa {rom the

suspension of the fiber to the cofiber. The map k is (Min(a,b) + 2a-l)-connected

and the maps k"k" are (3a-1) connected, this follows !rom lemma (11) be1ow. This

shows that the composition

(6) 0: Cr(g)~Cj--+Cj'~A A A

ia (Min(a,b)+2a-l)-connected. Hence the first part of the theorem is proved. For the
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second part we have to consider the map8

(7) OWg = ah{l xg) : AxB --+ AAA

given by (5). By definition of h in (3) we get

A
fE{qh) = E(~APl) + E({l x v)q) + ~1

L~l = (A AHtL){E(~AA v))
Here Hp is the Hapf construction of p. The map ~1 factors through the

(3a)-ronnected space EAAAAA. Moreover we have

(9) E( 1 Av) = -E(1Al) + ~2

where ~2 factors through the 3a-eonnected space EAA{A/A2a- 1) where A2a- 1

ia the (2a-l)-;;keleton of A. We see this by the following argument. There is a

homotopy equivalence EA' ~ A2a-1 since A is (a-l)-eonnected. Moreover we

have the homotopy commutative diagram

Here tf ia the restriction of the cellular map v and V is the folding map. The

diagram shows thai the composition

EA2a- 1 CEA l+Ev •EA

is null homotopic. Whence l+Ev admits a factorization

'\3 : EA --+ E(A/A2a-1) --+ EA, which proves (9) where we set ~2 = 1A A3. This

completes the proof of (6.2). It remains to consider the following lemma which we

used in (6).

Let p: E --+ B be a fibration with fiber F and consider the following diagram in

which all columns and rows are cofiber sequences.

(10) F E I ElF

1 lp lq
* • B I B

1 ! 1
EF k • C D ~ Cq ~ Ck-----+p
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By the result of Mather we see that EF A nB is the fiber of q. This shows:

(11) Lemma: Let F be (f-1)--<:onnected, { ~ 1, and let B be (b-1)--eonnected. Then

q and k are (f+b)-eonnected.
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